
Year 5 - Chapter nine: The night of the turtles 
 

1. How did they live after the plastic bottle incident? (Always polite, lived separately, 
didn’t laugh anymore) 

2. What did Kensuke prefer now? (To be alone, paint alone, fish alone) 
3. What did Michael keep hoping? (That Kensuke would forgive him and they’d be 

friends again) 
4. What did Michael keep doing? Where did he go? (To Watch Hill, not to look for 

ships but to rehearse his explanation) 
5. How long did they play? (Till it was too dark) 
6. When did Kensuke find it easier to talk? (When there were fishing in the 

outrigger/boat) 
7. How often did they go out in the boat? (Not often, only when the fishing was poor in 

the  
8. What did they do every day now? (Pile more wood on and Michael would go to the 

top of the hill and look through Kensuke’s binoculars) 
9. How many did Michael see? (1000s) 
10. How did he describe the beach with them all? (The beach was alive with them) 

 

 

  True False   

1 
They had stopped talking to each 

other 
  F 

Still did all the polite stuff, 

but didn’t really talk 

2 
Michael would go to Watch Hill to 

look for ships 
  F 

To rehearse how he would 

explain to Kensuke about 

the bottle 

3 
Kensuke knew why Tomodachi 

was there 
  T  

4 

When Michael thought pf 

Tomodachi he thought of his 

mother 

  F 
It was Kensuke who did 

this, thinking of M’s mum 

5 
Kensuke knew that the right thing 

for M to do was to go home 
  T  

6 

Kensuke was angry because M 

had not told K what he was going 

to do 

  F 
Because he had not told 

him what he was feeling 

7 
Kensuke promised to play football 

with Michael 
  T  

8 

They collected the wood for the 

new beacon from all over the 

island 

  F 
Most of it came from the 

back of the cave 

9 
Kensuke skills at football were 

very poor 
  F 

Was able to shoot it past 

Michael into the goal 

10 Stella would take the ball away   F Just chased it 

11 

Kensuke was only really happy to 

talk about his life when they were 

out fishing 

  T  

12 Kensuke had a twin sister   T  

13 
Kensuke had gone to see Arsenal 

play when he was in London 
  F Chelsea 



14 

Kensuke didn’t want to leave 

because he thought his whole 

family were dead 

  T  

15 
Kensuke did not believe in 

Concorde 
  F 

He did but it took a lot of 

explaining 
 

 

 


